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Abstract: Sarcasm detection is considered one of the most challenging tasks 

in sentiment analysis and opinion mining applications in the social media. 

Sarcasm identification is therefore essential for a good public opinion 

decision. There are some studies on sarcasm detection that apply standard 

word2vec model and have shown great performance with word-level 

analysis. However, once a sequence of terms is being tackled, the 

performance drops. This is because averaging the embedding of each term 

in a sentence to get the general embedding would discard the important 

embedding of some terms. LSTM showed significant improvement in 

terms of document embedding. However, within the classification LSTM 

requires adding additional information in order to precisely classify the 

document into sarcasm or not. This study aims to propose two technique 

based on LSTM and Auto-Encoder for improving the sarcasm detection. 

A benchmark dataset has been used in the experiments along with several 

pre-processing operations that have been applied. These include stop 

word removal, tokenization and special character removal with LSTM 

which can be represented by configuring the document embedding and 

using Auto-Encoder the classifier that was trained on the proposed 

LSTM. Results showed that the proposed LSTM with Auto-Encoder 

outperformed the baseline by achieving 84% of f-measure for the dataset. 

The main reason behind the superiority is that the proposed auto encoder 

is processing the document embedding as input and attempt to output the 

same embedding vector. This will enable the architecture to learn the 

interesting embedding that have significant impact on sarcasm polarity.  

 

Keywords: Sarcasm Detection, Irony, LSTM, Auto-Encoder, Sentiment 

Analysis 

 

Introduction  

The rise of social networks such as Facebook, Twitter 

and YouTube have a significant impact on the emergence of 

new fields such as sentiment analysis (Korayem et al., 2012). 

Sentiment analysis is the task of determining a subjective 

polarity for a particular social network post (Agarwal et al., 

2015; Al-Moslmi et al., 2017; Altawaier and Tiun, 2016). 

Assuming a content posted by a regular user to express bad 

experience regarding a particular product, sentiment analysis 

aims to analyze the words of such a post in order to classify 

it into negative polarity. Sentiment analysis has benefited 

many organizations whom were interested to collect 

feedback regarding their product or services. 

Moreover, the emergence of social networks has 

changed this study perception of obtaining the news. 

The nature of social networks enables any regular user 

to post a wide range of contents that might be spread 

over the globe (Bharti and Korra, 2019). Numerous 

fake news has been depicted by either corporate or 

individual accounts over social networks. Therefore, a 

new task called Sarcasm Detection has been proposed 

to detect fake, unbelievable or incorrect information 

over social networks (Pandey et al., 2019). In addition, 

sarcasm detection in medical care may act as early 

detection of brain injuries. In research undertaken at 

London University College, they could show that people 

with brain injuries had impaired understanding of the 

sarcasm compared to the control group (Channon et al., 

2005). Since all the sentiment sentences contain at least 
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one or two words, the state of art in sarcasm detection 

studies was mainly depending on document embedding 

(Cai et al., 2019; Misra and Arora 2019; Tay et al., 

2018). In fact, the standard word2vec model has shown 

great performance with word-level analysis (Tiun et al., 

2020), but once a sequence of terms is being tackled, 

the performance is getting low. This is because 

averaging the embedding of each term in a sentence to 

get the general embedding would discard the important 

embedding of some terms. Therefore, researchers tend 

to utilize the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) where 

the embedding of each term is being fed to such 

architecture for obtaining a document embedding. 

LSTM showed significant improvement in terms of 

document embedding. However, within the 

classification of such document embedding into 

sarcasm or not, LSTM would process the embedding as 

input and try to output their polarity whether ‘1’ (i.e. , 

sarcasm) or ‘0’ (i.e., not sarcasm). Requires adding 

additional information in order to precisely classify the 

document into sarcasm or not. According to 

(Goodfellow et al., 2016), unlike LSTM and CNN 

where the learning is based on dense, some 

architectures such as Auto-Encoder would have the 

ability to learn the deep and hidden features through a 

recursive process of encoding and decoding the feature 

space. Such process of encoding and decoding would 

lead to reconstruct the feature space which may help 

the architecture to identify significant relationship 

among the features. Therefore, this study aims to utilize 

the Auto-Encoder for the process of classification 

sarcasm detection through tweets reviews. In addition, 

it aims to improve the accuracy of sarcasm detection. 

As such, this study may contribute to the development of 

better sarcasm detector for possibility users or enterprises. 

Related Work 

Sarcasm is a kind of implicit emotions where the 

speaker talks in a positive but implies pessimistic or vice 

versa. Sarcasm is a sarcastic, or a taunting joke made to 

the listener (Poria et al., 2016). It is a kind of speech 

action in which speakers express their views in an 

inexplicit way. The complexity of sarcasm makes it 

difficult for people to identify it (Nafis and Khanna 

2015). Sarcasm has been described by researchers as a 

verbal irony intended to express disdain or ridicule 

(Joshi et al., 2016). In comparison to a negative 

situation, sarcasm is often taken as positive (Riloff et al., 

2013. Sarcasm exists in a variety of dimensions, 

namely missed expectations, cynical insincerity, 

negative stress and victim presence (Campbell and 

Katz, 2012). Sarcasm is closely connected with irony - 

in truth, it is a form of irony. Sarcasm is commonly 

confused with verbal irony or used interchangeably. 

Verbal irony is the presentation of one's intention by 

the use of language that usually signs the opposite, 

often humorous or emphatic etc.; especially in a 

manner, style, or attitude suggestive of the use of such 

language. Sarcasm is an unavoidable part of our lives. 

 The literature showed great interest for the task of 

sarcasm detection in which some studies have named 

such task as irony tweet detection. Tay et al. (2018) 

proposed a sarcasm detection technique using a method 

called Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM). Such 

method was intended to generate embedding for each 

word and then classify the document whether it 

contains sarcasm or not. This research proposes a 

neural model focused on attention that looks in between 

instead than across, allowing it to convey contrast and 

incongruity. They conducted extensive experiments on 

six benchmark datasets from Twitter, Reddit and the 

Internet Argument Corpus. They performed detailed 

experiments on six Twitter, Reddit and Internet Claim 

Corpus benchmarking datasets. 

Wu et al. (2018) proposed another sarcasm detection 

method using LSTM. The authors have attempted to 

capture the semantic and syntactic features within the 

word embedding. Similarly, based on a densely linked 

LSTM network with multi-task learning strategy in this 

study proposed work. this research dense LSTM model, 

where each layer will take every outputs of previous 

layers as input. They will be used in three classification 

tasks. Where the last LSTM layer will output the 

hidden representations of texts. 

Baziotis et al. (2018) proposed a bidirectional LSTM 

that was intended to generate both word and character 

embedding. The authors have utilized the proposed 

method for detecting sarcasm similarly. They collection 

550 million tweets pretrained of English language. During 

capture all the information of syntactic and semantic. 

They are augmented model with mechanism attention to 

determine more informative words. 

Cai et al. (2019) have proposed an LSTM method 

for sarcasm detection. The authors have collected 

Twitter data in order to test the proposed method where 

the word embedding has been generated similarly. 

They used multimedia to detect sarcasm for tweets 

contain image and text in twitter. They deal with 

feature of text or image attribute they propose fusion 

model to detect sarcasm on dataset tweets. 

Misra and Arora (2019) have proposed a combination 

of LSTM and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for 

generating word embedding in the task of sarcasm 

detection. The authors have collected comments from 

newspapers for the dataset. Similarly, they propose a new 

dataset which includes news from headlines from 

websites that contains real and sarcastic ones. This 
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provides insights about what actually makes sentences 

sarcastic by using a hybrid Neural Network architecture 

with attention mechanism. 

Methods 

This section intends to explain the framework of the 

proposed embedding by tackling the components of 

such a framework consists of the following stages. The 

preprocessing phase on the dataset and its tasks include 

stop word removal, tokenization and special character 

removal. Both the term-to-term and document-to-term 

one-hot encoding will be processed via the LSTM 

architecture in order to produce the document 

embedding. LSTM showed significant improvement in 

terms of document embedding where the generated 

embedding can accurately simulate the context of 

significant terms then applied the classifier auto 

encoder. The following sections state these stages in 

further details. Figure 1 describes the research 

framework and along with its stages. 

The first stage aims to assemble the dataset for the 

analysis and execute pre-processing tasks as splitting 

sentences, tokenization and removing stop words. 

The second stage is intended to initiate the 

document embedding model i.e., Doc2vec. To this end, 

the data collection will be used to embed the 

documents. The one-hot encoding for both the words 

and their documents will be launched.  

The obtained vectors will be an input to LSTM 

architecture to form the final embedding for each document. 

Finally, the classification stage discusses the 

classification method that has been applied to the 

baseline and the proposed classifier to conduct sarcasm 

detection and to evaluate the testing data that has been 

classified using the proposed classifier. The evaluation 

metrics used in this phase are precision, recall and         

f-measure. 

Dataset 

In this study, a recent dataset from SemEval-2018 Task 3 

“Irony detection in English tweets” (Van Hee et al., 2018) is 

used. The SemEval-2018 task 3 aims at recognizing 

tweet irony without clear hashtags of irony. The 

objective is to determine whether a tweet is ironic or 

non-ironic (with the binary label value given 0 or 1). 

The dataset used is irony and there are some study that 

focuses primarily on sarcastic irony (also known as 

sarcasm), a popular type of irony most frequently used 

in interpersonal communication situations (Hancock, 

2004). There are two types of “SemEval-2018 task 3” 

dataset; type1 and type 2. The type1 dataset has two 

labels; ironic or non-ironic. The type2 dataset is the 

same one, but it is with different labels. The type2 has 

four labels; V-irony, O-irony, S-irony and non-ironic. 

This study uses the type1 of "SemEval-2018 task 3 

“Dataset where the labels of the class are: Ironic or 

non-ironic. The dataset consists of 4618 tweet data 

written in English. The dataset was split into a 

distribution of 90% training and 10% test set. The 

training set consists of 3834 documents (1911 of 

sarcasm and 1923 of non-sarcasm) and 784 documents 

for the test set (311 of sarcasm and 473 of non-sarcasm). 

Table 1 shows contents of the information in the 

dataset. The detailed statistics of the dataset in this task 

are shown in Table 2 (Wu et al., 2018).  

 Preprocessing 

After clearly defining the dataset, the preprocessing 

tasks are performed on these data. First, sentence 

splitting is used to break the text into a sequence of 

sentences by defining the borders of the sentences. 

Besides, tokenization has been used to convert 

sentences into sequences of words. Lastly, the stop 

words will be removed because these words are 

considered a language common words that do not hold 

any effect on the meaning. 

One-Hot Encoding 

This is considered one of the basic steps to get any 

word embedded (Xiao and Cho, 2016). The following is 

an example of two documents from dataset for simplicity 

and Table 3 illustrates these documents. 

Each term is taken from the two documents in Table 3 

and will be considered without the stop words as in 

Table 4. In addition to taking from vector of terms by 

using one hot encoding representing of term to term, 

there is also a need for vector of term with its document 

by using one hot encoding to represent term to 

document, as depicted in Table 5. 

In order to produce document embedding, both of the 

term-to-term encodings as in Table 4 and document-to-term 

encoding as in Table 5 will be processed using LSTM. 

Long-Short Term Memory 

LSTM is like any simple neural network. It has the 

same layers but LSTM has an additional layer called 

the memory layer which basically extends their 

memory. So, it is suitable and easier to remember past 

data in memory Alameri and Mohd (2021). The popular 

application of LSTM is in various tasks involving 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Zaremba et al., 

2014). This layer has the benefit of storing input 

information, which can be used for the next input. 
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Fig. 1: Stage of the research framework of the proposed method 
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Table 1: The data consists of the dataset 

Data Description 

Tweet index Unique index for a tweet user. 

Label A label that marks the tweets as  

 potentially sarcasm 

 1: For sarcasm; and 

 0: For non-sarcasm 

Tweet text The text of the tweets. 

 

Table 2: The detailed Statistics of the dataset 

Label Irony Non-ironic 

Train 1911 1923 

Test 311 473 

 

Table 3: Sample of tweet documents 

D1 “Love working and be exhausted all the time” 

D2 “Love this weather” 

 

Table 4: One-hot encoding for the terms 

 Love Working Exhausted Time Weather 

love 1 0 0 0 0 

working 0 1 0 0 0 

exhausted 0 0 1 0 0 

time 0 0 0 1 0 

weather 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Table 5: One-hot encoding for the documents 

 Love Working Exhausted Time Weather 

D1 1 1 1 1 0 

D2 1 0 0 0 1 

 

Table 6: Experimental settings 

Experiment Description 

Feature Document Embedding (LSTM) 

Classifiers Auto-Encoder (AE) 

Dataset SemEval-2018 Task 3 Subtask A 

 “Irony detection in English tweets (Van Hee et al., 2018) 

Training and testing 90% for training (3834) and 10% for testing (784) 

 
Table 7: Number of epochs for each neural network architecture 

Architecture Number of epochs 

AE Experimenting (100 - 800) 

NN 1 

 

Table 8: AE architecture details 

AE Layer Size Details 

Input Layer  4, 5, 10, 20 and 30 Hidden layer size of AE 

Hidden layer Input + output/2 The mean average between input size and output size 

Output layer 1 Number of class labels 
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Table 9: Results of Auto-Encoder 

 Recall Precision F-measure 

Baseline1 (Wu et al., 2018) (LSTM) 79.92 78.65 70.54 

Baseline2 (Baziotis et al., 2018) (LSTM) 80.06 63.04 78.56 

Proposed Method (AE) 83.17 86.78 84.94 
 

  
 

Fig. 2: Document Embedding Generation for D1 Using LSTM 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Representation of document embedding 
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Fig. 4: Feature selection of auto-encoder 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Classification using NN 
 

 
 

Fig. 6:  Comparison between the proposed work and baselines

 Hidden 

 

 

Input 

Output 
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After getting the vector for each word and document, 

this study uses LSTM to get document embedding for 

each word which is "love" " working" and "exhausted " as 

a vector for D1 from Table 4 with its document as a vector 

for D1 from Table 5 and 6 output the last word which is 

"time" as a vector for D1 from Table 4. LSTM is needed 

to predict the next term in order to get the document 

embedding as shown in Fig. 2. 

The LSTM training will be provided in which the weights 

are randomly assigned values and multiplied by the neurons 

to match with the output vectors. It is obvious that the initial 

epochs would reflect differences between the target 

output and the expected output. Backpropagation will 

be used to lower the error rate until the predicted output 

matches the actual output. The document embedding 

will be represented in the hidden layer and this 

document will be processed through the auto encoder 

as the input as shown in Fig. 3. 

After getting the document embedding from the 

tweeted document generated by the LSTM document 

embedding method, the Auto-Encoder will be used to 

classify the documents into sarcasm or non-sarcasm. 

Auto-Encoder 

Auto-Encoder (AE) is one of Neural Network 

architectures that has unique and customized layers. In 

fact, the main aim behind AE is to learn a compressed and 

distributed representation of a given data (Mighan and 

Kahani, 2018). In other words, AE aims to process data as 

input and output the same data itself. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the input of AE is the features 

of a document embedding from Fig. 3, while the output 

is the same values of the features. The first layer is also 

known as encoding within the AE where the data is 

being encoded and decoded. The input weights will be 

initiated with random values. Then the hidden layer 

weights will be computed. After that, the hidden 

weights will be initiated with random values in order to 

compute the output. After considering an activation 

function, the predicted output will be compared against 

the actual output to calculate the error. If there is an 

error, backpropagation will be used to lower the error 

rate until the predicted output matches the actual 

output. Once the error is being minimized to zero where 

precited output is identical to the actual output, the 

hidden neuron values will be considered as the selected 

and reduced feature space as shown in Fig. 4. 

Neural Network Classification 

After acquiring the selected features (hidden layer) 

by the proposed AE, simple neural network will be 

used to classify the documents embedding into sarcasm 

and non-sarcasm. As shown in Fig. 5, the input of this 

neural network is the set of selected features produced 

by the AE. 

To evaluate the performance of the classification, 

there are three important variables should be declared 

which are True Positive (TP) is the amount of words 

that have been classified correctly, False Positive (FP) 

is the amount of words that have been classified 

incorrectly and True Negative (TN) is the amount of 

words that have not been classified (Alhutaish and 

Omar, 2015). Precision is the total of retrieval 

information, can be calculated as follow: 

 

/Precision TP TP FP   (1) 

 

Recall is the total of the correct items among those that 

retrieved and calculated as follows: 

 

/Recall TP Tp TN   (2) 

 

where F-measure is the most popular measures for 

evaluation of classification systems, where it combines 

precision and recall. It is a combination of precision 

and recall which can be calculated as follows. 

 

2 /F measure Precision Recall Precision Recall      (3) 

 

This study is using the same parameters as in 

Baseline 1 (Wu et al., 2018) for document embedding, 

but with AE, it is trained for 800 epochs with the 

learning rate set to 0.001. After determining the length 

of each layer within AE and NN, it is important to 

mention the activation functions used by both 

architectures. The activation function used by AE was 

the Rectified Linear Units (Relu) which can be 

calculated as follow: 

 

   
00

max 0, ,
0

if x
Relu x x

if x x


 


 (4) 

 

According to Krizhevsky et al. (2012), Relu has 

remarkable performance with deep learning 

architecture. Therefore, it has been used with the 

proposed AE. On the other hand, the NN classification 

has utilized the Logistic Sigmoid, which can be 

calculated as follows: 

 

 
1

,
1 x

Sigmoid x
e




 (5) 
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The last parameter related to the neural network 

architecture is the number of epochs. In fact, epoch is the 

iteration required to accommodate error-tuning by 

changing the weights’ values in order to reduce the error 

rate. Table 7 represents number of epochs. 

In fact, determining the number of epochs is a 

challenging issue. It is a common agreement that 

selecting a greater number of epochs would lead to 

better result of accuracy. This is because the greater 

number of epochs would contribute toward minimizing 

the error rate which directly improves the accuracy. 

However, in order to get an efficient performance, it is 

better to get a high accuracy as much as possible using 

the minimal number of epochs. 

 In this regard, this study has utilized different 

values for the epoch number for the proposed AE (i.e., 

from 100 iterations to 800). Yet, for the NN 

classification, only one epoch has been selected. The 

reason behind this is that AE would have been 

extensively trained on the data in order to produce the 

most accurate sub-set of features. Hence, there is no 

need for exhausted training conducted on the NN 

classification. Before applying the proposed AE, it is 

necessary to initiate a strategy for selecting the required 

number of features (i.e., hidden size of AE) (Xu et al., 

2016). In this regard, many experiments have been 

performed on a general investigation where five 

number of features are being used to highlight the 

performances results of accuracy. For this purpose, the 

number of features used ranges from 30, 20, 10, 5 and 

4. This study finds the number of features or hidden 

size of AE. Through our experiments, it was found that 

the hidden layer at 4 achieved the best result of f-

measure The result increased as the number of epochs 

increased until it reaches the maximum f-measure of 

84.94%. When the number of epochs was 800. This 

shows that four features are the most accurate reduction 

of the features produced by AE. Table 8 represents the 

size of the three layers used by NN. 

Results and Discussion 

The results of applying Auto-Encoder for sarcasm 

detection are depicted in this section. As similar to related 

work, the evaluation of the experiments has been 

performed using precision, recall and f-score. Table 9 

shows these results. 

The proposed method has gained better F-score as 

compared to the baseline by achieving 84.94% as 

compared to 70% in baseline 1 (Wu et al., 2018) and 

78% in baseline 2 (Baziotis et al., 2018). In fact, the 

reason behind the superiority of the proposed method 

over the baseline studies lies on the mechanism of 

learning within the neural network architecture. While 

the baseline studies were intended to process the 

document embedding as input and attempted to output 

the polarity of sarcasm, the proposed auto encoder is 

processing the document embedding as input and 

attempt to output the same embedding vector. This will 

enable the architecture to learn the interesting 

embedding that has significant impact on sarcasm 

polarity. In general, the performance of the proposed 

AE is superior to that of the baseline ones in terms of 

detecting sarcasm. Figure 6 shows comparison of 

results between proposed and baseline approaches. 

Regardless of the baseline, this study should be 

compared with the state of art methods such as 

Potamias et al. (2020). They have used transfer 

learning system (RCNN-RoBERTa) and achieved 80% 

of f-measure. Naseem et al. (2020) have used 

transformer based Deep Intelligent Contextual Embedding 

(T-DICE) with attention-based BiLSTM and achieved 82% 

of f-measure. The reason behind the outperformance of the 

proposed method over the state of art studies lies on the 

use of the auto-encoder. Auto-Encoder has the ability to 

learn the deep and hidden features through a recursive 

process of encoding and decoding the feature space. 

Such process of encoding and decoding would lead to 

reconstruct the feature space which may help the 

architecture to identify significant relationship among the 

features within the neural network architecture. 

Meanwhile the state of art methods requires adding 

additional information in order to precisely classify the 

document into sarcasm or not. 

However Naseem et al. (2020) achieved f-measure 

of 93 and 90% respectively with Sarcastic Rillof’s 

dataset. Kumar et al. (2019) have used sAtt-BLSTM 

convNet for the same task and acquired an f-measure 

of 93% with Sem Eval 2015 task 11 datasets. In this 

case, this comparison is not possible due to the 

difference in the datasets used even though the 

proposed method is still competitive and complex. 

Conclusion 

This study proposed a hybrid the LSTM of 

document embedding model and AE for sarcasm 

detection task. The proposed hybrid model has 

outperformed the baseline results. This study has 

proposed Auto encoder to improve the classification of 

sarcasm detection through tweets reviews. As such, this 

study may contribute to the development of better 

sarcasm detector for possibility users or enterprises. 
The main limitation of this study was that no real-time 

dataset was used where a new tweet can be considered 
as sarcastic especially with the circumstances that we 
are living nowadays under covid-19 pandemic. 
Exploring real-time sarcasm tweets would contribute 
toward discovering new sarcasm for example in 
situation like the pandemic where this should be taken 
seriously even if it does not affect other people. In 
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addition, further examination on a new model 
architecture of auto encoder which combines it with 
LSTM could have promising results in sarcasm 
detection task. 
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